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Windows firewalls, 437
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Encrypted File System (EFS), 327–328,
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encryption
BitLocker, 513
BitLocker Drive Encryption, 423, 423
data privacy, 208
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mobile devices, 524
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workstations, 519
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government regulations, 607
MSDS documentation, 604
power-related threats, 605
printers, 209
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Error Correction Code (ECC) RAM, 145
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ESD (electrostatic discharge), 596–597
antistatic bags, 597–598
ESD mats, 598–599, 599
ESD straps, 598, 598
Ethernet cables, 121–122, 122
NICs, 181
PoE, 70, 70
printers, 204
USB to Ethernet adapters, 135, 135
Ethernet over Power, 70, 71
EULAs (end-user license agreements), 610
Event Viewer, 375–378, 376–377
exceptions in firewalls, 436
Exchange email, 46, 47
exFAT (Extended File Allocation Table), 346
ext rollers, troubleshooting, 292
expansion cards eSATA, 182, 182
NICs, 181
sound, 180
USB, 181 182
video, 179–180, 180
expectations, customer, 617–619
expiration, passwords, 515, 586
EXPLORER utility, 399
exposing step in laser printers, 214, 214
ExpressCard slots, 11
ext3 file system, 347
ext4 file system, 347
Extended File Allocation Table (exFAT), 346
extended reality, 29–30, 29–30
extended partitions, 345, 394
extensions settings, 409, 409
external caches, 171
external data bus, 171
external drives, booting from, 340
external monitors for mobile devices, 282, 566
external shared resources in cloud computing, 239
external speed in CPUs, 173
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failed attempts
lockout, 516, 517
restrictions, 523
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false acceptance rate (FAR) in biometric locks, 473
false rejection rate (FRR) in biometric locks, 473
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limitations, 507
overview, 346–347
feeders
inkjet printers, 221
thermal printers, 223–224
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overview, 99
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fifth generation (5G) cellular technology, 86
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overview, 346–347
file servers, 87
file systems, 346–348
File Transfer Protocol (FTP), 63
files
attributes, 508–509
backups, 592–593
disappearing, 560–561
moving and copying, 508
permission changes, 561
printing to, 226
script, 619, 620
shared, 510, 512, 510, 511
sharing, 199, 626
system, 512
filters
air, 603, 606
content, 354
eMail, 484
MAC addresses, 79, 477
Finder, 452, 452
fingerprint locks, 521
fire-rated storage, 498
fire safety, 602
firewalls
configuring, 437
description, 67, 375
enabling and disabling, 437
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malware, 499
managing, 414, 414
mobile devices, 525–526
overview, 478, 479, 479
packet-filter, 480
proxy, 480, 481, 481
SOHO networks, 75, 77, 80, 533
stateful inspection, 481
firmware
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SOHO networks, 534
updates, 167, 443–444, 534
first response in incidents, 609–610
fitness monitors, 28, 28
SAS/SATA cable, 122, 122
flash drives
booting from, 339
overview, 152–154, 152–154
flash memory for mobile devices, 39
flashing BIOS, 167
flattened scanners, 184
flickering images, 275, 279
fluorescent backlighting, 16–17
Finder Options dialog box, 408
General tab
Folder Options, 410, 410
Internet Options, 402–403, 403
MSConfig tool, 378, 378
generalization process in operating system images, 343
geometric video distortion, 276, 276
gestures, 452
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game controllers, 186, 186
game pads, 36, 37
gaming PCs, 196–197, 197
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gateways
alternative IP addresses, 438
IP addressing, 91, 96
troubleshooting, 298
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), 611–612
General tab
Folder Options, 410, 410
Internet Options, 402–403, 403
MSConfig tool, 378, 378
GFCI (ground fault circuit interrupter) receptacles – imaging process in laser printers
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ghosted images in printing, 219, 291
Gigabit NIC, 199
global positioning system (GPS) mobile devices, 287
overview, 31
settings, 22–23, 23
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), 100
goggles, 602
Google email, 46
Google Glass, 29, 29
government regulations environmental impacts, 607
safety procedures, 603
grepresult command, 364–365
GPS (global positioning system) mobile devices, 287
overview, 31
settings, 22–23, 23
GPT (GUID Partition Table), 346
grep update command, 364
graphic workstations, 194 195
graphics processing units (GPUs)
gaming PCs, 197
integrated, 174
graylisting, 79
grep command, 454–455
ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) receptacles, 395
grounding equipment, 596–597
self-grounding, 599
group policies for Active Directory, 475–476
GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications), 100
guards, 472
guest accounts disabling, 516
security settings, 506
guest operating systems in virtualization workstations, 196
GUID Partition Table (GPT), 346
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half duplex settings in NICs, 439, 439
hammers for data destruction, 528
hard drives cables, 131–134, 131–132, 134
networks, 131–132, 134
hard drives, 131–134, 131–132, 134
spaces, 131–132, 134
hard drives, 131–134, 131–132, 134
caches, 207
configuring, 155–156, 156
magnetic, 149–151, 150
managing. See Disk Management tool partitioning. See partitions, hard drives replacing, 9–10
troubleshooting, 268 272
workstations, 195–196
hardware adapters, 134–136, 135 136
BIOS/UEFI settings, 167 171, 170 171
CMOS battery, 171, 172
compatibility, 350
connectors, 136 141, 13 138, 141
CPU features, 172–179, 177
desktop, 200–201
expansion cards, 179–183, 180–182
PCs, 196–197, 197
hard drive cables, 131–134, 131–132, 134
laptops, 201–202
motherboards
connectors types, 162–167, 162–166
form factors, 160–162, 160–161
networked, 203–205
public devices, 205–208, 205–206
RAM, 141–147, 144, 146
review questions, 228–233
storage devices, 147–159, 150, 152 154, 156 158
thick clients, 198
thin clients, 198–199
video cables, 124 127, 124–126
workstations, 194 196
hardware/device replacement in laptops. See laptops
hardware tokens, 473
HCl headset computer, 30
HDMI (High-Definition Multimedia Interface)
connectors, 125 125
DVI to HDMI adapters, 134, 135
HDSL (high-bit-rate DSL), 76
heads
hard drives, 150
inkjet printers, 222
headsets
description, 187
mobile devices, 36
virtual reality, 29 30, 29–30, 184, 185
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Security Rule, 612
healthy drive status, 391
heat sinks, 178–179
heating elements in thermal printers, 223 224
HFS (Hierarchical File System), 348
Hibernate power option, 415
hidden files settings, 409, 409
Hide Empty Drives In The Computer Folder option, 411
Hide Extensions For Known File Types option, 409
Hide Protected Operating System Files option, 409, 411
Hierarchical File System (HFS), 348
high-bit-rate DSL (HDSL), 76
High-Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI)
connectors, 125 125
DVI to HDMI adapters, 134, 135
high-end video workstations, 195
High process priority, 385
High-Voltage Power Supply (HVPS) in laser printers, 213
hijacked email, 561
HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) Security Rule, 612
home folders, 476
home network settings, 435
HomeGroup settings, 417–418, 418
vs. workgroups, 427
host cursors, 280
Hosted Cache model, 327
hosted VDI model, 241
hostnames in IP addressing, 93
hosts
services, 86–90
virtualization workstations, 196
hot docking level, 24
hot-swappable drives
booting from, 340
description, 158
hotfixes for workstations, 520
hotspots
configuring, 40
mobile devices, 35, 100
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), 63
HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol over Secure Sockets Layer), 64
hubs, 68
humidity control, 605
HVPS (High-Voltage Power Supply) in laser printers, 213
hybrid clouds, 238
hybrid drives, 10, 151, 152
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), 63
Hypertext Transfer Protocol over Secure Sockets Layer (HTTPS), 64
hyperthreading, 173
hypervisors, 173, 244–245, 244–245
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IaaS (infrastructure as a service), 238
iCloud
description, 452
e-mail, 45–46
synchronizing to, 50
ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol), 481
icons, oversized, 277, 277
ID badges, 472
IDE drives
configuring, 155 156, 156
overview, 132–133, 132
IDs in SCSI, 134
IDSs (intrusion detection systems), 89
ifconfig command, 457
image-level backups, 592
images
operating systems, 343–344, 552
printing to, 226
recovery in MacOS and Linux, 447
ImageX utility, 343
imaging drum in laser printers, 211, 211
imaging process in laser printers, 214–217, 214–217
IMAP (Internet Message Access Protocol) – laser printers

Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), 481
Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP) description, 64
e-mail, 43
In-Plane Switching (IPS) displays, 16
incident response plans (IRPs), 610
incident documentation, 583
incident response, 608–610
incineration for data destruction, 528
incorrect color patterns, 275
incorrect devices, boot to, 261
incremental backups, 498, 592
indicators, 263, 282
Information Technology eXtended (ITX) motherboards, 161, 161
infra-red (IR) connectors, 35
infrastructure
changes, in problem solving, 255
printers, 204
infrastructure as a service (IaaS), 238
inheriting permissions, 512
initializing drives, 392–393, 393
injectors, PoE, 70, 70
inkjet printers, 220–223, 220
input voltages in power supplies, 189–190
installation
applications, 424–426
drivers, 349–350
operating systems, 340–344
printers, 295
RAM, 145–147, 146
integers in scripts, 621
integrated commercial provider email configuration, 45–47
integrated print servers, 204–205
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), 100
Intel CPUs, 176
interface
configurations, 169, 171, 170
Windows operating systems, 328–332, 329, 331
interference, 300–301
intermittent connectivity, 300
intermittent device failure, 262
intermittent wireless, 280, 565
internal drives, booting from, 340
internal shared resources in cloud computing, 239
internal speed in CPUs, 173
internal USB connectors, 166, 166
International Mobile Equipment Identification (IMEI), 49
International Mobile Subscriber Identification (IMSI), 49
Internet appliances, 88–90
Internet connections
issues, 559
networking, 99–101
IP addressing
alternative, 437, 438, 438
APIPA, 92
classes, 91, 92
conflicts, 301
DHCP, 93–94
DNS, 93
gateways, 96
IPv4 vs. IPv6, 94–95
link local, 93
NAT, 97, 98
overview, 90–91
printers, 429, 430
SOHO networks, 73, 533
subnet masks, 95–96
VLANs, 97
VPN, 96–97
IPCS drive, 429
ipconfig command, 354–355, 354–355
IPS (in-plane switching) displays, 16
IR (infra-red) connectors, 35
IRPs (incident response plans), 610
rpi1_not_less_or_equal message, 264
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network), 100
ISP email configuration, 42–47
ITX (Information Technology eXtended) motherboards, 161, 161
iwconfig command, 457

K
Kensington locks, 25, 25
key fobs, 474
keyboard, video, and mouse (KVM) devices, 188
keyboards
backlight, 21
description, 185
replacing, 9
sticking keys, 280
keychain drives, 152–153, 152
keychain password system, 451–452
keyloggers, 490
kill command, 459
killing tasks, 552
Kindle devices, 30
knowledge base/articles, 583
KVM (keyboard, video, and mouse) devices, 188

L
land grid array (LGA) sockets, 177
language
communication techniques, 613–614
settings, 349
LANs (local area network), 101
laptop hardware and components
digitizers, 18, 19
displays, 15–17
hardware/device replacement, 8–9
batteries, 13
CPUs, 15
DC jacks, 13
hard drives, 9, 10
keyboards, 9
memory, 10–11
mini-PcIe cards, 12
optical drives, 11
plastics, 14
screen, 12–13
smart card readers, 11
speakers, 14
system boards, 14
touchpads, 13
video cards, 12
wireless cards, 11–12
inverters, 18
microphones, 18
webcams, 18
WiFi antenna connectors, 17–18
laptops
cloud computing, 241, 241
components, 201–202
docking stations, 24–25
dual displays, 20
physical locks, 25
rotating and removable screens, 26
special function keys, 19–23, 22–24
laser printers, 210
components, 210–213, 211–213
imaging process, 214–217, 214–217
maintenance, 218–220
printing steps summary, 217–218, 218
Launch Folder Windows In A Separate Process option – MMC

Launch Folder Windows In A Separate Process option, 411
LDAP displays, 16
LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol), 65
leaked personal data, 573
least privilege concept, 485
LED backlighting, 16–17
LED displays, 17
legacy systems, 90
LGA (land grid array) sockets, 177
licensing, 610–611
lifting safety procedures, 601–602
light switches, IoT-enabled, 75
Lightning connectors, 139
characteristics, 127, 128
description, 33–34, 33
limitations, 34
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), 65
limited connectivity, troubleshooting, 547
line-of-sight wireless, 101
line printers, 209
lines in laser printing, 219
link local addresses
overview, 93
troubleshooting, 299–300
Linux operating systems
best practices, 441–445
commands, 454–459
description, 322–323
features, 450–454
overview, 440–441
tools, 445, 450, 446, 448, 450
liquid-based cooling cases, 178–179
List Folder Contents permission, 509
listening, active, 614
local area network (LANs), 101
local installations for applications, 425
local resources for networks, 298
Local Security Policy tool, 373
local shares, 511
local user permissions, 425
Local Users And Groups tool, 373
location data, synchronizing, 52
location tracking
settings, 23, 23
unauthorized, 573
locator applications, 522
lockout
failed password attempts, 516, 517
system, 570
locks
biometric, 472, 473
cable, 473
door, 472
IoT-enabled, 76
laptops, 25
network, 477
screen, 517, 521–522
server, 473
USB, 473
lockups
malware, 559
system, 259
logical partitions, 346
logical unit numbers (LUNs) in SCSI, 134
login attempts restrictions, 523
login scripts for Active Directory, 475
logon time, restricting, 516
logs
boot, 547–548
Event Viewer, 375–377, 376–377
failed jobs in, 277
malware clues in, 561
mobile devices, 570
problem solving, 256
system and application, 561
troubleshooting, 268
LoJack product, 169
Long-Term Evolution (LTE) technologies, 40, 85–86
loopback addresses, 94
loopback plugs, 104
loops in scripts, 621
loud noises
hard drives, 269
troubleshooting, 262
low-level drive format, 529
low memory errors in printing, 294
Low process priority, 385
low RF signals, 301, 302
ls command, 454
LTE (Long-Term Evolution) technologies, 40, 85–86
lumens for projectors, 187
LUNs (logical unit numbers) in SCSI, 134
lviscreate command, 446–447

M

M2 drives, 149
MAC address filters
overview, 477
SOHO networks, 79
MacOS operating systems
best practices, 441–445
description, 322
features, 450–454
overview, 440–441
tools, 445–450, 446, 448, 450
macro viruses, 493
magnetic hard drives
overview, 149–151, 150
vs. SSD, 10
magnetic readers, 188
mail servers, 88
maintenance
drives, 442, 447
printers, 209, 210
impact, 225–226
inkjet, 222–223
laser, 218–220
thermal printers, 224
maintenance kits for laser printers, 220
malware
keyloggers, 490
lockups, 559
log disclosure of, 561
mobile devices, 523
preventing, 496–499
ransomware, 489–490
removal best practices, 562–564
rootkits, 490
slow performance, 559
Trojan horses, 490
unauthorized actions, 573
viruses, 490–495, 492, 495
man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks, 503
managed switches, 66–67
MANs (metropolitan area networks), 102
mantraps, 470–471, 471
Manually Connect To A Wireless Network option, 431
mapping
drives, 369, 370, 429
ports, 78, 534
printers, 429–430, 430
masks
filter, 603
subnet, 91–92, 95–96, 298, 438
master boot record (MBR), 346
master computers in operating system images, 434
Master setting in IDE drives, 155, 156
material safety data sheets (MSDSs), 604
mATX (mini-ATX) motherboards, 161
MBR (master boot record), 346
MDM (Mobile Device Management) policies, 476
measured services in cloud computing, 239
Media Center, 327
media options, 21, 22
media streaming with NAS devices, 199
media testers, 104
memory, See RAM
metered services in cloud computing, 240
meters, 103, 600, 600
Metro interface, 329–330, 329
metropolitan area networks (MANs), 102
mice, 185
Micro-SD cards, 153
Micro-SD slots, 39
Micro-USB
connectors, 139
ports, 32, 32
microphones
description, 187
laptops, 18
unauthorized activation, 573
Microsoft Management Console (MMC), 373–375, 398
Microsoft Windows, See Windows operating systems
MIMO (Multiple In/Multiple Out) feature, 83
mini-ATX (mATX) motherboards, 161
Mini HDMI ports, 125
mini-ITX motherboards, 161–162
mini-PCIe cards, 12
Mini-SD cards, 154, 154
Mini-USB
connectors, 139
ports, 32, 32
miniPCI cards, 163, 164
mirroring, disk, 157, 157
Mission Control, 450–451
MITM (man-in-the-middle) attacks, 503
MMC (Microsoft Management Console), 373–375, 398
Mobile Device Management (MDM) policies, 476
mobile devices, 36–39, 37 38
characteristics, 26–31, 28–30
components, 201–202
configuring, 39
Bluetooth, 40 42
e-mail, 42–47
PRI, 47–48
radio frequency, 48–49
VPN, 49
wireless/cellular data network, 39–40
collections, 31–35, 32–33
disassembling, 288
displays, 15–19
laptop features, 19–26, 22–25
laptop hardware and components, 8–15
mutual authentication, 53
review questions, 54 56
security, 520–521
antivirus software, 523
authentication, 524
authenticator applications, 524
biometric authentication, 524
encryption, 524
failed login attempts restrictions, 523
firewalls, 525–526
locator applications, 522
policies and procedures, 526
remote backup applications, 522 523
remote wipes, 522
screen locks, 521
troubleshooting, 571–573
trusted and untrusted sources, 524–525, 525
updates, 523
synchronizing, 50 53
Troubleshooting overview, 278–289, 281, 283
security, 571–573
software, 564 570
models in inventory management, 587
modems, 68–69, 76 77
Modify permission, 308–309
Molex connectors examples, 140, 141
power connectors, 192
monitors. See also displays; screen connecting, 184
mobile devices, 282, 566
workstations, 196
motherboards
connectors types, 162 167, 162 166
form factors, 160–162, 160–161
power supply adapters, 190, 190
mounting drives, 392
moving folders and files, 508
MSConfig tool
Boot tab, 379, 379
description, 398
disabling application startup, 555, 555
General tab, 378, 378
Services tab, 379, 380
Startup tab, 380, 381
Tools tab, 382
MSDSs (material safety data sheets), 604
MSINFO32 utility, 399
MSTSC utility, 399
multiboot OS installations, 342
multicore processors
gaming PCs, 196
overview, 172
workstations, 195
multifactor authentication
description, 482
security, 486
multimeters, 103
multimonitor taskbar, 330, 331
multipartite viruses, 493, 493
multiple-barrier systems, 472
multiple desktops in MacOS and Linux, 450–451
Multiple In/Multiple Out (MIMO) feature, 83
multiplexers for CPU speed, 173
multipurpose cables, 127 130, 128 130
multitouch, troubleshooting, 283 284, 283
music, synchronizing, 51–52
mutation, virus, 494
mutual authentication in mobile devices, 53
mv command, 456

N
nano-ITX motherboards, 161
NAT (network address translation)
IP addressing, 97–98
SOHO networks, 79
navigation tools, 352–353
near field communications (NFC) description, 188
overview, 34
wireless protocols, 84
net use command, 369 370, 369 370
net user command, 370
NetBIOS/NetBT, 64
NetBoot method, 340
netsetup.log file, 547
netstat command, 358–359, 358
Network Access Control, 90
Network address translation (NAT)
IP addressing, 97 98
SOHO networks, 79
Network and Sharing Center, 421, 422
network-attached storage devices, 199
network-based IDS (NIDS), 89
network-based installations for applications, 425
Network File System (NFS), 347
network installations for operating systems, 342 343
network interface cards (NICs)
configuring, 73–74, 73–74
description, 67
indicator lights, 263
NAS devices, 199
overview, 181
power settings, 281, 281
properties, 439 440, 439
proxy firewalls, 480
troubleshooting, 300–301
virtual, 241–242
network time protocol (NTP) servers, 88
network topology diagrams, 582–583,
583–584
networking, 62
cables, 120–124, 122–123
hardware devices, 65–71, 68–71
host services, 86–90
Internet connections, 99–101
IP addressing, 90–98
ports and protocols, 62–65
review questions, 106–109
settings updating, 552
SOHO. See small office and home office (SOHO) networks
thin clients, 199
tools, 102–105, 103
troubleshooting, 297 304, 302 304
types, 101–102
virtual machine requirements, 244
wireless protocols, 82 86
networking configuration, 426–427
alternative IP addresses, 437–438,
439
connections, 431 432
domain setup, 427 428, 428
firewalls, 436–437
HomeGroup vs. workgroups, 427
network type, 435 436, 436
NIC properties, 439 440, 439
printers, 429–430, 430
proxy settings, 432, 432
Remote Assistance, 434 435, 435
Remote Desktop, 433–434, 434–434
shares, 429
Networking tab in Task Manager, 388, 388
New Technology File System (NTFS) description, 347
security settings, 506 509
Next Generation Form Factor (NGFF), 149
NFC (near field communications) description, 188
overview, 34
wireless protocols, 84
NFS (Network File System), 347
NGFF (Next Generation Form Factor), 149
NICs. See network interface cards (NICs)
NIDS (network-based IDS), 89
no image on screen, troubleshooting,
273–274
no operating system found message, 548
noise
hard drives, 269
troubleshooting, 262
non-compliant systems, 504
Non-Volatile Memory Host Controller Interface Specification (NVMHCIIS), 149
nonimpact printers, 209
nonparity RAM, 145
nonvolatile random-access memory (NVRAM), 169, 170
Nook devices, 30
Normal process priority, 385
NOTEPAD utility, 399
octets in IP addressing, 91
off-site email applications, 240
off-site storage, 498, 591 592
OLED (organic light-emitting diode) displays, 17
on-demand resource utilization in cloud computing, 239
on-site storage, 498, 591
onboard video cards, 179
1.8 inch hard drives, 10
open ports, 67
open source software, 611
operating system not found message, 270
operating systems, 321
32-bit vs. 64-bit, 321–322
boot methods, 339–340
cell phones and tablets, 323
compatibility, 324, 350
driver installation, 349–350
file systems, 346 348
formatting, 348
installation types, 340–344
Linix, See Linux operating systems
Mac, See MacOS operating systems
partitioning, 344–346
reloading, 552
repairing, 553
review questions, 460–462
shared device settings, 206
third-party drivers, 348 349
time, date, region and language settings, 349
updates, 560
upgrade paths, 332–338
vendor-specific limitations, 323–324
virtualization workstations, 196
Windows. See Windows operating systems
workgroup vs. domain setup, 349
workstations, 322 323
operational procedures, 582
change management, 587–590
communication techniques and professionalism, 613–619
disaster prevention and recovery methods, 590 596, 594 595
documentation, 582 587, 583 584
environmental impacts, 603–608, 606–607
prohibited activities, 608 612
remote access technologies, 622–626, 622–625
review questions, 627–630
safety, 596–603, 598–600
scripts, 619–621
optical drives
replacing, 11
types, 147–149
organic light-emitting diode (OLED) displays, 17
organizational units (OUs), 476
orientation
printers, 203
screen, 21, 22
OS X operating systems, 322
OUs (organizational units), 476
out-of-memory errors in laser printers, 219
output voltages in power supplies, 190
overclocking CPUs, 174
overheating
mobile devices, 286, 568
troubleshooting, 262
video cards, 274
oversized images and icons, 277, 277
overwriting drives, 208, 529
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Paas (platform as a service), 238
packet-filter firewalls, 480
page description language (PDL), 293
Page_Fault_in_nonpaged_area message, 264
page printers, 209–210
pairing, Bluetooth, 41, 572
PANs (personal area networks), 102
paper
feeding issues, 291–292
impact printers, 225, 226
thermal printers, 224
paper jams
inkjet printers, 223
laser printers, 218 219
troubleshooting, 292
paper transport assembly in laser printers, 212, 212
parental controls, 534
parity RAM, 145
partitions, hard drives
extending, 394
overview, 344–346
shrinking, 394–395, 394–193
splitting, 394
passcode locks, 522
passive heat sinks, 178
passive hubs, 68
password command, 455–456
passwords
admin, 517
BIOS, 168
BIOS/UEFI, 515
changing, 586
expiration, 515, 586
policies, 585–586
rainbow tables, 504
requiring, 516, 586
resetting and unlocking, 518–519
screensavers, 515
SOHO networks, 532–533
strong, 481–482, 514–515, 585–586
synchronizing, 53
PAT (port address translation), 98
patch panels, 69, 69
patches
MacOS and Linux, 443
mobile devices, 523
workstations, 520
PCI-DSS standard, 611
PCI Express (PCIe)
overview, 163, 165
power supply connectors, 192–193, 195
video cards, 180, 180
PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect)
bus, 162–163, 162
PCL (Printer Control Language), 293
PDF, printing to, 226
PDL (page description language), 293
performance
hard drives, 269
malware issues, 559
mobile devices, 284 285, 567
slow transfer speeds, 301
System utility, 412–413, 412
troubleshooting, 546
Performance Monitor tool, 373
Performance tab in Task Manager, 387, 387
perimeter barriers, 472
Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI)
bus, 162 163, 162
peripherals
cables for, 130–136, 131 132, 134 136
purposes and uses, 183–189, 185–186, 189
permissions
applications, 425
changed, 561
directory, 482 483
inheriting, 512
printers, 293
propagation, 511
restricting, 516
security settings, 506–509
personal area networks (PANs), 102
personal calls, 615
personal data, leaked, 573
personal interruptions, 616
personal licenses, 611
personal package archives (PPAs), 443, 444
personal safety, 601–603
personally identifiable information (PII), 611
PGA (pin grid array) sockets, 177, 177–178
phage viruses, 494
PHI (protected health information), 612
phishing, 501
phones
applications, 240
disposal, 601
operating systems, 323
smartphones, 27
physical barriers, 472
physical data destruction, 527–529
physical locks for laptops, 23
physical security in SOHO networks, 535, 135
physical tokens, 473
pickup rollers in laser printers, 212
pico-ITX motherboards, 161
pictures, synchronizing, 51
PII (personally identifiable information), 611
pin codes for Bluetooth, 42
pin grid array (PGA) sockets, 177, 177–178
ping command, 355–356, 356
pinning to taskbar, 330
Pinwheel of Death (PWOD), 264–267, 265–266, 271, 549
PIO (Programmed Input/Output) setting, 156
pixels, troubleshooting, 274
Plain Old Telephone System (POTS), 99
plans
change management, 589
problem solving, 257
plastic filaments in 3D printers, 227, 227
plastics, replacing, 14
platform as a service (PaaS), 238
plenum cable, 121
PoE (Power over Ethernet), 70, 70
point-to-multipoint technology, 100
pointer drift, 280
policies and procedures for mobile devices, 426
polymorphic viruses, 494, 494
pools in cloud computing, 239
POP (Post Office Protocol), 63
Pop-Up Blocker Settings dialog box, 558, 558
pop-ups, 558, 558
port address translation (PAT), 98
port replicators, 24–25
ports
disabling, 534
e-mail, 44
forwarding, 78, 79, 534
mobile devices, 32, 34, 32 33
networking, 62–65
open and closed, 67
printer, 204, 206
security, 476–477
positive attitudes, 614
Post Office Protocol (POP), 63
POST (power-on self-test), 259–260
POTS (Plain Old Telephone System), 99
power
malware drains on, 571
mobile devices, 281, 571
options, 415–416
power-related threats, 605
safety procedures, 601
troubleshooting, 263
UPs, 593–594
power button, 166
power-level controls in SOHO networks, 532
power light, 166
power line Ethernet bridges, 70, 71
power-on self-test (POST), 259–260
Power over Ethernet (PoE), 70, 70
power supplies, 189
connectors, 191–194, 191–193
input voltages, 189–190
laser printers, 213
motherboard adapters, 190, 190
output voltages, 190
wattage ratings, 191, 191
Power Users group, 506
PPAs (personal package archives), 443, 444
Preboot Execution Environment (PXE), booting from, 339
preferred roaming list (PRL), 47–48
PRI (product release information), 47–48
primary corona in laser printers, 211, 214
primary partitions, 345
principle of least privilege, 485
print heads
impact printers, 225–226
inkjet printers, 221
Print Management tool, 374
print servers, 87
printS drive, 429
Printer Control Language (PCL), 293
printers
3D, 227, 227
configuring, 203
impact, 224–226
inkjet, 220–223, 220
integrated print servers, 204–205
laser. See laser printers
overview, 208–210
sharing, 203–208, 205–206
sharing vs. mapping, 429–430, 430
thermal, 223, 224
troubleshooting, 289–296
virtual, 226
priorities
print, 295
processes, 385–386
privacy
customer materials, 618–619
shared devices, 207–208
privacy screens, 474
Privacy tab in Internet Options applet,
403–404, 404
private clouds, 238
private IP addresses, 92, 94
PRL (preferred roaming list), 47–48
Processes tab in Task Manager, 384–386, 385
product release information (PRI), 47–48
professional titles, 614–615
profiles
building, 556
security requirements, 526
slow loads, 551
Programmed Input/Output (PIO) setting, 156
Programs and Features, 416, 417
Programs tab in Internet Options applet, 404–405, 405
prohibited activities
incident response, 608–610
licensing violations, 610–611
overview, 608
policies and best practices, 612
regulated data, 611–612
Q
q command, 458
QR scanners, 184
Quality of Service (QoS), 440
SOHO networks, 79–81
NICs, 440
quality settings for printers, 203, 219
queries in DNS servers, 87
question mark (?) command, 371
questions in problem solving, 255
quick formatting drives, 348
R
radio firmware, configuring, 48–49
radio frequency identification (RFID), 471
badge readers, 471
RF, 34
wireless protocols, 84–85
radio power levels in SOHO networks, 532
RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service), 488–489
RADS (rate-adaptive DSL), 76
RAID disks
NAS devices, 199
overview, 156–158, 157, 158
troubleshooting, 270–271
rainbow tables, 504
RAM
application requirements, 425
correcting, 145
operating systems, 322
overview, 141–142, 141, 142
printers, 294
replacing, 10–11
slots, 145–147, 146
system lockups, 259
types, 142–145, 144
workstations, 195–196
Rambus dynamic RAM (RDRAM), 142, 145
Rambus inline memory modules (RIMMs), 142, 145
ransomware, 489–490
rapid elasticity in cloud computing, 239
rate-adaptive DSL (RADSL), 76
RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol)
connections, 433–434, 433–434
description, 64
settings, 622–623, 623–624
Remote Disk icon, 453
remote installations of operating systems, 342–343
remote printing, 205
remote problems
limited connectivity, 547
networks, 298
Remote tab in System utility, 413, 413
remote virtual desktops, 241
remote wipes, 522
removable laptop screens, 26
renamed system files, 560
repair OS installations, 342
repairing operating systems, 553
repeaters, 68, 68
reporting incidents, 608
reservations in DHCP, 94
reset button, 167
resetting operating systems, 344, 553
Resilient File System (ReFS), 348
Resolution Enhancement Technology (RET), 219
resolution settings, display, 406
resources
cloud computing, 239
malware utilization of, 573
networks, 298–299
virtual machine requirements, 243
restarting services failures, 552
restore option for operating systems, 344
Restore Previous Folder Windows At Logon option, 411
restores
disaster recovery, 497–499
MacOS and Linux, 446
operating systems, 553
RET (Resolution Enhancement Technology), 219
retroviruses, 494
RF signals, troubleshooting, 301–302
RFID (radio frequency identification)
badge readers, 471
NFC, 34
wireless protocols, 84–85
RG-6 connectors, 139
RG-59 connectors, 139
RGB LEDs, 17
ribbons for impact printers, 225
RIMMs (Rambus inline memory modules), 142, 145
riser cards, 164, 165
risk analysis in change management, 589
RJ-11 connectors, 137, 137
RJ-45 connectors, 137, 137
rm command, 456
robocopy command, 368–369
rogue antiviruses, 560
rollers
inkjet printers, 221
laser printers, 212, 212, 215
troubleshooting, 292
rolling back
drivers, 552
updates, 552
rootkits, 490
rotating screens in laptops, 26
routers
description, 66
SOHO networks, 72
troubleshooting, 298, 301
RS-232 connectors, 138, 138
rsync tool, 447
rules
firewalls, 436
port forwarding, 78
Run as Administrator, 512–513
runas command, 371–372

S
S.M.A.R.T. (Self-Monitoring, Analysis, and Reporting Technology) errors, 271, 272
SMIME configuration, 44, 45
SaaS (software as a service), 238
safe boots, 555–556
safety goggles, 602
safety procedures, 596
component handling and storage, 597, 599, 599
equipment grounding, 596, 597
government regulations, 603
personal, 601, 603
toxic waste handling, 599, 601, 600
sags, 593
salting passwords, 504
SATA (Serial AT Attachment) drives
overview, 131–133, 131–132
power connectors, 191, 191
satellite connections, 100
scanners, 184
scanning assembly in laser printers, 211, 212
scans, malware, 563
scheduled backups, 590, 593
scheduling malware scans, 563
scope
change management, 588
IP addressing, 93
screen. See also displays
brightness, 20–21
locking, 517, 521, 522
orientation, 21, 22
privacy, 474
replacing, 12, 13
rotating and removable, 26
sharing, 448–449, 625
screensavers, 515, 556
scripts
Active Directory, 475
basics, 619, 621
SCSI (Small Computer System Interface) connectors, 140
overview, 134, 134
SD (Secure Digital) cards, 153, 153
SDSL (symmetric DSL), 76
SECC (single-edge contact cartridge) sockets, 177–178, 177
secondary caches – small office and home office (SOHO) networks
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